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SARAH MCLEOD

Vision Weaving with Healing Energy

SARAH MCLEOD  is the founder of Vision Weaving. She is an artist, director, healer, environmental 
activist and mother of two. Her body of wisdom is refined from her own healing journey and 
a lifetime of studying the Great Mystery. Through creativity, meditation, ceremony and prayer, 
Sarah has been calling back the fragments of herself that were obliterated at an early age. Her first 
mentor was Master Charles Cannon, whose wisdom was steeped in the Vedic Tantric tradition. She 
also gained significant insights working with Shamanic traditions from South America. She lives 
with her Earth-loving family in Australia. For more information, visit www.VisionWeaving.com.

“A TRANSFORMATIONAL BOOK that inspires insight and 
awareness expansion using the seven chakras as a practical guide 

for grounding enlightened wisdom into daily life.”  
 

—Master Charles Cannon (1945 — 2019) 
Synchronicity Foundation for Modern Spirituality  

SPIRIT GUIDANCE is a curated collection of distant-healing session transcripts 
that capture higher wisdom in stunning visual metaphors and candid words, 
presenting spiritual guidance pertinent to each of us. Sarah McLeod's prose is 
woven with codes of light and an energy transmission that enables a profound 
reconnection to Source. The act of reading it attracts a healing-energy 
transmission — and as a result, you may find that you undergo deep shifts in 
your consciousness that then ripple into your waking experience of reality.  

Organized upon a framework of the seven chakras of the human energy field, 
these pages lay essential stepping stones of a unique journey of discovery, 
including remembering Who You Are and what your purpose is on Earth, so 
that you too walk in alignment with your Divine Nature, no longer as a seeker 
but a finder of authentic fulfillment, radiant happiness, and the light of true 
awe and wonder. 
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